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Abstract 

Preliminary results on D, decays from the Mark III at SPEAR are 

presented. The data were taken at a e+e- center of mass energy of fi = 

4.14 GeV with a total integrated luminosity of 6.3f0.46 pb. The decay 

e+e- + D, Df , D, + &r is observed, yielding a D, mass of 1973 f 4 f 4 

MeV/c2 and a Di mass of 2110.8 f 1.9 f 3.2 MeV/c2 with a rate of 

a(e+e- -+ D:D,*‘, D,*’ + rDz)-B(D$ + &r*) = 36f7f13 pb. There 

is evidence for two other modes, D,f + K*‘K* and Df + KfK*, which 

are observed with rates of a(e+e- + D8Di) - B(Dz + K*OK*) = 31 

f6 f 11 pb and a(e+e- + DsD,*) - B(D,f + K,“K*) = 16 f 3 f 5 pb. 
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This paper presents preliminary results on D, and Dz decays from the Mark 

III experiment at SPEAR. The data were taken in Spring 1986 at a center mass 

energy of fi = 4.14 GeV/ c2. This paper is divided into five sections. The first is 

an introduction that briefly reviews the expected D, decay modes, the Dz - D, 

mass difference and the expected D, production rate. The next three sections 

discuss separately the analyses on the three modes, Df -+ &r*, D$ + K*‘K* 

and D$ -+ K,“K* produced from e+e- + D,D,*. The last section summarizes 

the results. 

1. Introduction 

The D, meson, a bound state of cs quarks, is expected to decay via the 

standard spectator diagram shown in Fig. la). The decay modes from this dia- 

gram include D, + &r which has been experimentally well established.’ Other 

possible diagrams are the internal W emission diagram in Fig. lb) and the an- 

nihilation diagram in Fig.lc). The internal W emission diagram is expected to 

be suppressed from color counting. Some decay modes predicted from these 

non-spectator diagrams are D, + x*K and D, + I@K. 

The D,* ,the vector partner of the pseudoscalar D, meson, will have a slightly 

higher mass than the D,. The Dz decay should be similar to that of the D* except 

that the 0: should decay only via Df --+ yD, because it has no isospin since the 

fis has no u or d quarks. The simple quark model predicts a mass formula of2 

m(qlQ2) = ml + m2 + a ___ 
mlm2 

where ml and ma are the quark masses, Zr and &, the quark spins and a is a 

constant to be fitted from experimental data. This formula produces the following 

simple linear mass difference relation: 

mP - m,=m,(mK.-mK) =SmDe-mD 
mcms 

mu mu 
= ~ (mDg - mD,). 
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Using values for the quark masses of 

mu = ma =. .310 GeV/c’,’ m, = .480 GeV/c2, m, = 1.65 GeV/c2 

yields the following predictions listed under model 1: 

Mass Difference Model 1 

K*-K 407 MeV/c2 

D*-D 118 MeV/c2 

0; - D, 94 MeV/c2 

Model 2 

470 MeV/c2 

128 MeV/c2 

142 MeV/c2 

Experiment 

399 MeV/c2 

145 MeV/c2 

140 ? MeV/c2 

Another model predicts a mass squared difference, m2 (vector) - m2 (pseudoscalar), 

that is constant.3 This difference predicts roughly equality between the difference 

of mass squared; 

m2 - m2 = m2 P A K* -mg= m&. - m&=m2 Dz. - m$,. 

The results are listed under model 2. This predicts that the Df - D, mass 

difference is very close to the D* - D mass difference or -140 MeV/c2. 

The previous experimental data on the Df comes from the TPC and ARGUS 

experiments.4 The TPC group measured a D, mass of mDs = 1948 f 28 f 10 

MeV/c2 and a mass difference of mD. - mDs = 139.5 f 8.3 f 9.7 MeV/c2. The s 
ARGUS group obtained a mass difference of mD’ - mDs = 144 f 9 f 7 MeV/c2 

S 

using an D, mass of mDs = 1965 f 3 MeV/c2 . 

The Mark III Collaboration took data in spring 1986 in the center mass region 

fi N 4 GeV/c2 to confirm the Df and to search for new D, decays. The Ds’s 

and 0:‘s are expected to be produced via associated production of CB and ES 

quarks, in the modes e+e- + D$DT, DfD,*F and D** DiF. 8 

The center mass energy was chosen in order to optimize the search for the 

Df . Assuming a D, mass of 1970 MeV/c2 and a Df mass of 2100 MeV/c2 the 

following thresholds are obtained: 
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Mode & 

Ds Ds 3.94 GeV/c2 

D, 0; 4,107 GeV/c2 

0; D,,* 4.20 GeV/c2 

The easiest method to detect the Di is in the recoil against the D, in the 

e+e- + D,D,* mode. Therefore the center mass energy was limited to 4.107 < 

fi < 4.20 GeV/c2. The final choice was fi = 4.14 GeV/c2 which is roughly 

in between the limits. There could be threshold effects which could enhance or 

reduce the rate. 

The D, production rates can be crudely estimated. The formula for the D,D, 

cross sect ion, 

aD,& =up+p- 3 

contains the relevant factors. The u~+~,- is the point p pair cross section. The 

factor 3 is for color. The $ factor is the charge of the charm quark and 0.15 factor 

is the probability of producing a strange quark pair from the sea. Inserting the 

numbers yields, ~D,D~ g 1 nanobarn, at fi = 4.14 GeV/c2. This prediction 

does not include any contributions from threshold effects which could be sizeable. 

The data run at Mark III from December 1985 to February 1986 produced a total 

integrated luminosity of 6.3 f 0.46 picobarns. This would produce roughly 6,000 

o,D, pairs. Assuming an D, + &r branching ratio of 3%, about 360 D$ + qhr* 

events should be produced in this data. 



2. Analysis of the Mode e+e- + D,D,*, D, + qh 

The analysis of the mode e+e- -+ DsD:, D, -+ &r, is performed on the full 

data sample at a center mass energy of fi = 4.1407 GeV/c2 with an integrated 

luminosity of 6.3 f .46 pb. Events were selected with the following requirements: 

1) Require at least three charged tracks (xqi = 31); 
i 

2) TOF identification, tmeas - 9 > 0; 

3) C$ mass requirement, 1.0095 < m( K+K-) < 1.0295 GeV/c2. 

In the TOF requirement, tmem is the measured times of the charged track and 

tK(&) is the predicted time of flight for a kaon (pion) hypothesis. This selects 

tracks that have a measured time that is closer to the predicted kaon time than 

to the pion time. This timing requirement is applied to both oppositely charged 

tracks. The K+K- mass distribution of pairs of tracks satisfying this selection 

is shown in Fig. 2. There is clear evidence for the decay mode C$ --) K+K-. The 

peak has a fitted mass of 1019.6 f 0.4 MeV/c2 which agrees with the Particle 

Data Group value for the C$ mass of 1019.5 f .l MeV/c2. 

To obtain &r events, oppositely charged tracks satisfying this 4 mass require- 

ment are combined with each other charged track in the event which is assumed 

to be a pion. The reconstructed mass is plotted versus its recoil mass in Fig. 3. 

There is a cluster of events near a &r mass of 1.97 GeV/c2 and a recoil mass 

of 2.1 GeV/c 2. Projecting the recoil mass with a requirement that the recon- 

structed mass 1.925 < m(@r) < 2.025 GeV/c2, yields clear evidence for a Df 

near 2.1 GeV/c2 as shown in Fig. 4. The projection of the converse plot of the 

&r mass with requirements that the recoil mass 2.05 < m(recoi1) < 2.025, and 

1.97 < m(recoi1) < 2.05 GeV/ c2 are shown in Fig. 5a) and 5b). The former 

requirement selects the D* in the recoil from the reaction e+e- --+ DD* and in 

Fig. 5a) a clear D peak appears at m4r = 1854 f 9 f 7 MeV/c2. The latter 

requirement selects the Df from the reaction e+e- + D,D,* and in Fig. 5b) a 

clear D, signal appears with a fitted mass of 1973 f 4 f 4 MeV/c2. 
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The cos0 angle of the K+ with respect to the direct of the q5 is plotted in 

Fig. 6. The shape is consistent with cos02 as expected for a pseudoscalar D, 

decaying into &r, i + K+K-. 

To obtain a precise D,* mass, constraints are applied to the Df mass calcula- 

tion, assuming e+e- + D,D* 8. The D,* mass is calculated as 

mD; = (h - EDs12 - P&, 

where ED~(D;) and PDF are the energy and momentum of the Ds(DI;,). The 

constraint is applied by fixing the fi and mDs to known values. The world 

average of 1970.5f2.5 MeV/ c2 is used for the D, mass in the constraint. The 

only measured parameter that enters in the calculation is the momentum of the 

D,. The errors in the Di mass and the 0: -D, mass difference that are produced 

from the uncertainties of the D, mass are, 

6 (mDG --mD,) E -26mDs. 

The mass difference error has a factor 2 larger error than the 0: mass error. 

The constrained mass of the 0: is shown in Fig. 7. The constrained recoil mass 

distribution is a superposition of 1) the recoil mass against the D, produced with 

the Dt in the decay process e+e- + D,Df , and 2) the recoil mass against the 

D, which decays from the Df in the decay process e+e- + D,D,* , Df + 7 D,. 

The Monte Carlo simulation of the former process produces a narrow peak near 

2.11 GeV/c2 and the latter process produces a curve with a box like shape from 

2.05 to 2.15 GeV/c 2. The background obtained from mixing random data events 
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and this produces a flat distribution. These curves and their sum are shown 

in Fig. 7. 

The Di mass is determined by a maximum likelihood fit. The mass of the 

0: is allowed to vary but the shape of the curve as determined by the Monte 

Carlo simulation is fixed. The fitted Df mass is 

mDi = (2110.8 f 1.9 f 3.2) MeV/c2. 

The first error is from the fit. The second error is the systematic error which 

includes the error in varying the cuts of 1.6 MeV/c2, the uncertainty in the center 

mass energy fi of 1.2 MeV/c2 and the error of the D, mass of 2.5 MeV/c2. This 

result is consistent with the previous experimental measurements of the D, and 

D,* masses. The result supports the theoretical models which predict a constant 

mass squared difference. 

The production rate of the D, is obtained by fitting the number of events 

in Fig. 5b) with a maximum likelihood fit to a Gaussian plus a background 

shape. The background shape is determined from a mass distribution created by 

randomly combining d’s of one event with K’S in another event. The total number 

of fitted events is 29.4 f 5.4. The detection efficiency is 6.3%. The resulting cross 

section is 

a(e+e- -+ D$DiF) - B(D: + qh*) = (36 f 7 f 13) pb. 

If the D,o, production rate is 1 nanobarn as estimated in the previous section 

the branching ratio for D, + &r is roughly 

B(Df -+ qh*) = 4%. 

This is in good agreement with previous measurements. 
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3. 0; -+ K*OK+ Analysis 

This analysis exploits the knowledge of the Di mass by applying it as a 

constraint to improve the mass resolution and reject background. The following 

requirements are applied to the data: 

1) Require at least three charged tracks (cgi = 51); 
i 

2) Apply 1-C fit to, e+e- + 0: K+K-?r*, where the Dz is not measured but 

the Di mass constraint is applied at m=2110.8 MeV/c2; 

3) Require the TOF identification for the kaons as described in the previous 

section; 

4) Apply a K* mass requirement .79 < m(Kr) < .99 GeV/c2; 

5) Apply a cos OK requirement of 1 cos 6~ 1 > 0.5. 

After applying requirements l-3, the resulting Kr mass distribution is shown 

in Fig. 8. There is a clear K*’ peak. The fitted values are m = 896 f 4 

MeV/c2 and P = 28 f 19 MeV/ c2 which agree with Particle Data Group val- 

ues of, mK.0 = 892 f 0.3 MeV/c2 and I’K* = 51 f 0.8 MeV/c2. To improve the 

signal to background ratio an additional requirement is applied on the angular 

distribution of the charged kaon in the rest frame of the K*O. The theoretical an- 

gular distribution is cos2 8. Requiring 1 cos OK 1 > 0.5 reduces the signal by 12% 

and the background by 50%. The resulting K*OK* mass distribution is shown in 

Fig. 9. There is a clear peak near 1.97 GeV/c 2. A background distribution of the 

K+K-r* mass is obtained with a K7r requirement of .75 < m(K*rr’f) < .80 and 

1.0 < m(K*rF) < 1.05. as shown in Fig. 10. This is fitted with a polynominal 

and subtracted from the events in Fig. 9 to produce the background substracted 

plot shown Fig. 11. Fitting the peak with a Gaussian results in 24 events. The 

Monte Carlo efficiency is 9.75%. The resulting branching ratio is 

a(e+e- -+ DBDz) - B(D$ +K*‘K*)=31&6fllpb. 
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Several checks have been performed. The same analysis technique is applied 

to detect the D, + &r events. Taking the same events produced in this analysis, 

the K+K- mass is plotted versus the K+K-r* masses shown in Fig. 12. There 

is a clear cluster of events near the r$ mass and the D, mass. The K+K-r mass 

distribution with the 4 mass requirement around the K+K- mass is shown in 

Fig. 13. There is a clear D, peak demonstrating the effectiveness of this method. 

Another check for feed down from other processes is performed by recon- 

structing Monte Carlo events of the processes, e+e- + Do* and e+e- --+ D*o* 

which are expected to be produced. Generating the expected number of events, 

including the known D decay modes, and applying the same analysis require- 

ments results in the K+K-r* mass distribution of the expected background 

from D decays. No spurious D, peak is created in these processes. 



4. 0,’ + KfK+ Analysis 

The 0,’ + K,“K+ analysis is similar to that of the previous section. The 

analysis steps are listed below. 

1) Require at least three charged tracks (xqi = &l); 
i 

2) Reconstruct all oppositely charged tracks using the vector momentum at 

intersection of the tracks in the x-y plane and require the charged mass 

pair to satisfy 447 < m(rrr+rrr-) < 547 MeV/c2; 

3) Require kaon TOF identification as described in the previous section for 

the third track; 

4) Fit (2-C) the events to e+e- -+ D*KOK*, where the 0,’ is not mea- 

sured and the mass constraints of the’Dd (m=2110.8 MeV/c2) and Kf are 

imposed; 

5) Require the decay vertex of the Kt to have a positive decay length. 

The reconstructed 7rT+7r- mass distribution is shown in Fig. 14. The mass and 

resolution are 476.6 f .12 and 5.2 f .13 MeV/c 2. The decay length is calculated 

imposing the direction of the Kt relative to the beam as a constraint and is re- 

quired to have a positive decay length. This reduces the the non-K: background. 

The 2-C fit to e+e- -+ DfKtK* where the Df and Kf masses are constrained 

improves the resolution on the KfK+ mass. 

The K,“K+ mass distribution is shown in Fig. 15. There is evidence for a 

signal at 1.97 GeV/c 2. The background is smoothly varying to zero. The peak 

contains 32 events. The Monte Carlo efficiency is .16. The resulting cross section 

is 

a(e+e- --+ DiDa) * B(Dz + K,OK+) = 16f3f5 pb. 

Several checks were performed on the data. The data was subjected to the 

same analysis except fit to e+e- -+ D**KfKr. This should detect the decay 

D+ --+ K,“K+. A small D+ signal is observed near 1870 MeV/c2 as expected. 
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To check that the signal is not due to D$ + T+T-K*, the analysis was 

redone with the Ki mass constraint changed from m = 497.7 MeV/c2 to 397.7 

MeV/c2 and 597.7 MeV/c 2. No D, signal is observed from this process. 

To demonstrate that the D, signal is not due to feed down from D* decays in 

the data, Monte Carlo events of e+e- -+ D*D and D*o* events were generated 

and reconstructed. These events were analysed with the same requirements. 

There is little spurious D, signals produced in these events. 

5. Summary 

In conclusion, associated D,Di production via the D, ---) &r decay mode has 

been observed at fi = 4.14 GeV/c 2. The Di mass was measured to be 

mD: - - 2110.8 f 1.9 f 3.2 MeV/c2. 

There is evidence for the decay modes Dr + K*‘K* and KtK+ modes. This 

is the first observation of the latter mode. 

The preliminary branching ratios for these decays at fi = 4.14 GeV/c2 are 

a(e+e- + DsDl)-B(Df -s &r*) = 36 f 7 f 13 pb; 

a(e+e- + DsD~)-B(Dsf --+ K*‘K*) = 31 f 6 f 11 pb; 

a(e+e- --+ DsD~)-B(Dsf + K,OK*) = 16f3f5 pb. 

In the future more analysis remains to be done with his new data from Mark 

III. This two body decay will allow a spin-parity test of the D, and the D,*. The 

search will be extended to more modes. This includes the r/n and pr modes. The 

total number D, events (83 at present) may be increased in order to attempt 

a semileptonic measurement of the D, and to measure the absolute branching 

ratios of D, decays. 
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Fig. 1 D, Weak decay diagrams 
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Fig. 10. K*‘K background mass distribution 
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Fig. 11. K*‘K background subtracted mass distribution 
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